Pain sensitivity and pericranial tenderness in children with tension-type headache: a controlled study
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Purpose: To compare tenderness and pain sensitivity in children (aged 7–17 years) with tension-type headache (TTH) and healthy controls using total tenderness score (TTS), pressure pain threshold (PPT), and pain perceived at suprapressure pain threshold (supraPPT).

Patients and methods: Twenty-three children with frequent episodic TTH, 36 with chronic TTH, and 57 healthy controls were included. TTS was measured bilaterally at seven pericranial myofascial structures. PPT and supraPPT were assessed in the finger, m. temporalis, and m. trapezius by a Somedic® algometer. SupraPPT was defined as the pain perceived at a stimulus calculated as the individual site-specific PPT + 50%.

Statistics: The effect of group, sex, age, headache frequency, intensity, and years on TTS, PPT, and supraPPT was analyzed by general linear models. Confirmatory factor analysis was analyzed for mutual relations between measurements.

Results and conclusion: Tenderness increased uniformly in both frequent episodic TTH (median 14; interquartile range [IQR] 10–18; \( P < 0.001 \)) and chronic TTH (median 13; IQR 9–20; \( P < 0.001 \)) compared to controls (median 5, IQR 3–11). However, the children with frequent episodic TTH and chronic TTH did not show significantly increased sensitivity when measured by PPT or supraPPT. Factor analysis confirmed that the site-specific measurements depended on general latent variables. Consequently, the PPT and supraPPT tests can be assumed to measure central pain-processing levels.
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Introduction
Tension-type headache (TTH) is a frequent disease among children. The prevalence of TTH in schoolchildren and adolescents is 10%–25%; however, 0.1%–5.9% suffer from chronic tension-type headache (CTTH) (headache ≥ 15 days per month).¹,² This “invisible” and paroxysmal disease deserves attention since quality of life is often impaired in children with primary headaches.³ Chronic pain, which is often associated with mood disorders, lost social relations, lower school attendance, and academic difficulties, might have profound consequences for children suffering from headache in every aspect of their daily lives.⁴–⁷ Consequently, there is a need for clarification of the pathophysiological mechanisms of TTH in children in order to identify relevant pharmacological targets and to optimize treatment strategies.

Research in the previous 20 years has provided substantial knowledge on the pathophysiological mechanisms of TTH in adult headache sufferers. Several different test methods have been used, such as: (1) total tenderness score (TTS),...
(2) pain detection threshold, (3) pain tolerance threshold, (4) electromyographic activity, (5) suprathreshold stimulation, and (6) brain imaging. The most prominent finding is that both frequent episodic tension-type headache (FETTH) (headache 1–14 days/month) and CTTH are associated with increased tenderness of the pericranial myofascial tissues.

The majority of studies show that the pressure pain threshold (PPT) is slightly, but significantly, lower in CTTH compared to healthy controls. Two studies indicate that this might also be true in patients with FETTH. Stimulus-response functions for pressure versus pain have shown altered pain perception in patients with CTTH compared with headache-free controls. Various studies have contributed to the hypothesis that altered pain sensitivity in FETTH is established through sensitization of peripheral nociceptors and that prolonged nociceptive input from tender pericranial muscles results in sensitization at the spinal/trigeminal level and in higher-order neurons converting FETTH to CTTH.

Significant evidence is being accumulated on adult headache sufferers, but it is still uncertain if these results can be applied directly to children. Since children have typically not suffered from TTH as long as adults, one very important question is whether or not central sensitization exists in children. Until now, very few studies have focused on the pathophysiological mechanisms of TTH in children and adolescents. The studies that do exist primarily focus on TTS in pericranial tissue and PPT in children suffering from FETTH. Results indicate an increased TTS, while the results comparing PPT in children with FETTH and healthy controls are contradictory. Furthermore, a study on trigger points shows an increased number of pericranial trigger points and larger areas of referred pain in children with CTTH.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore pain sensitivity and muscle tenderness in children for the full spectrum of TTH, including FETTH and CTTH. We hypothesized that children with TTH have an increased tenderness of pericranial myofascial tissue and an increased sensitivity for pressure.

The purpose of this study was to use pain measurement tools (TTS, PPT, and pain perceived at individually PPT-adjusted stimuli) to test any differences between children with TTH (FETTH or CTTH) and healthy controls. Secondly, the aim was to test if there is a relation between the measured variables and headache frequency, headache intensity, or headache years.

## Methods

### Study design

The study was conducted using a cross-sectional case-control study design.

### Participants

Consecutive patients were diagnosed with TTH according to the International Classification of Headache Disorders II (ICHD-II) by an experienced pediatrician at the Children’s Headache Clinic (CHC) in Denmark and screened for study enrollment from May 2009 to May 2011. All patients underwent a detailed interview and neurologic examination carried out by a pediatrician during their first visit at the clinic. Seven years of age was assumed to be the limit of cognitive capability to perform the tests correctly. The visual analog scale (VAS) score has previously been shown to be reliable and valid in children over 5–6 years of age.

The inclusion criteria were that the patients had: (1) an FETTH or CTTH diagnosis and (2) were between 7–17 years of age, while the exclusion criteria were that the patients: (1) were receiving prophylactic treatment or (2) were suspected of having medication overuse headache or other comorbid headache disorders. Comorbid migraine ≤ 1 day per month was, however, accepted in the included children.

Healthy controls were recruited from two schools in the Copenhagen area. The enrollment examinations took place from May 2009 to November 2010. The children were informed in person about the study in their classrooms by a pediatrician. Children who were interested in participating received a letter with written information to take home to their parents, who were asked to respond by email. The same pediatrician subsequently contacted the parents who had responded and informed oral consent was given. Written informed consent was provided later.

The exclusion criteria were that the healthy controls: (1) had more than 12 headache days per year or (2) suffered from some kind of chronic illness. The exclusion criteria were based on the assumption that infrequent TTH often occurs among children, thus making it difficult to recruit children with no headache at all. Furthermore, the assumption was made that the presence of infrequent headaches (<1 day per month) would not affect pain sensitivity measured by the tests being applied.

### Setting

Patients were tested at the CHC within the space of 3 weeks after their first and before any interventions were initiated.
Healthy controls were tested in their own schools during the school day. The participating children were not permitted to take pain medication 12 hours before the tests in order to prevent interference with pain sensitivity in the myofascial tissues. During the tests, all children were examined by the same physiotherapist with pediatric experience and each child was assisted by the same pediatrician. The physiotherapist was blinded for the child’s answers, but not for disease/control status. She had no information about the patient’s headache history and the children were unknown to her. The tests lasted 20 minutes and were conducted in a quiet, comfortable room. The FETTH and CTTH children were accompanied by a parent. Parents of the healthy school children were invited to participate, but refrained from attending in the belief that their children felt secure. All procedures were carefully explained before each test. The child was placed in a vertical position in an adjustable chair with head and armrests. The chair was individually adjusted to obtain relaxed muscles during the test. The child was examined fully clothed, but was asked to uncover the shoulder and neck area.

Self-reported measurements during the first visit
(1) Headache frequency was recorded as headache days per month, (2) Headache intensity was the most dominating VAS score during each headache attack, and (3) Headache years was the total number of years with headache. Data were obtained by interviewing the parents and child, and from a headache diary comprising the 1-month period prior to the interview.

Outcome variables
(1) TTS, (2) PPT, and (3) the VAS score at the suprapressure pain threshold (supraPPT).

Test 1: total tenderness score
Tenderness in pericranial structures was assessed by the TTS system, which previously has proved to be reliable in adults. The investigator was positioned in front of the child. Seven myofascial structures were palpated bilaterally: m. masseter, m. temporalis, m. frontalis, processus mastoideus, the neck muscle insertions on basis cranii, m. trapezius, and m. sternocleidomastoideus. Each structure was palpated with the pulpa of the second and third finger in a rotating manner, point to point, for 4–5 seconds. If a difference between the two sides was detected, each side was palpated separately to obtain a score. The palpation pressure was moderate, and in order to be able to compare our results with previous studies in adult patients, it was standardized at 120 arbitrary units on a palpmeter kindly on loan from the Danish Headache Centre, Glostrup University Hospital, Denmark. The palpmeter has previously been described and validated as a useful tool to obtain a standardized pressure. Tenderness was evaluated on a four-point scale: 0 = no visible reaction and denial of tenderness; 1 = no visible reaction but verbal report of discomfort or mild pain; 2 = verbal report of painful tenderness, facial expression of discomfort or no reaction; and 3 = marked grimacing or withdrawal, verbal report of marked painful tenderness and pain. Values from both sides were added together for a TTS between 0–42.

Test 2: pressure pain threshold
Algometry has previously been shown to be reliable (intra- and interrater) in measuring PPT in children. The PPT was assessed using a Somedic® Algometer II (SBMEDIC Electronics, Solna, Sweden). The algometer comprises a gauge attached to a hard rubber tip and the gauge is connected to a finger button. Pressure was applied though the rubber surface area of 1 cm² at a rate of 10 kPa per second. The instrument was placed perpendicular to the skin’s surface. Only one side of the body was tested since we assumed that the duration of the applied tests was the upper limit of concentration in the participating children. Consequently, the non-dominant side was tested in all children to avoid any differences in tissue composition and pain sensitivity according to hand dominance. We tested PPT at three different sites: P1, dorsum of the second finger’s interphalanx; P2, the anterior temporal region where palpation revealed the belly of the muscle during contraction; and P3, m. trapezius, the point halfway between C7 and acromion. The method was demonstrated once at each site before testing to ensure that the participants were familiar with the test. The participants were asked to indicate when the pressure became painful based on the following definition, “When you feel the sensation changes from pressure to the slightest pain, press the button immediately”. The electronic display was then read. This procedure was in accordance with the International Association for the Study of Pain’s definition of pain threshold as “the minimum intensity of a stimulus that is perceived as painful”. Each measure site was tested three times with 2 minutes between each test, but the site was different for each measure. The mean of the three consecutive trials for each site was calculated (PPT_P1, PPT_P2, and PPT_P3) and used in further analysis to reduce intraindividual error.
Test 3: visual analog score at suprapressure pain threshold

The supraPPT in each individual child and test site was defined as the mean of the child’s three consecutive PPT measures tested in Test 2 + 50%. The algometer was placed perpendicular to the skin. The pressure of the supraPPT calculated was applied to the child for a total of 3–4 seconds at each site. The child was asked to mark the pain level with a pencil on a printed VAS showing a happy face on one end and a crying face on the other. The child was told that the happy face represented no pain and the crying face the worst pain they could imagine. The VAS score was later measured at 0.0–10.0 cm.

Study size

Our goal was to include 60 patients and 60 healthy controls. On the basis of published studies before 2008, we did not have relevant information to make power calculations a priori.

Approval

Written informed consent was obtained in all patients and controls. The study was approved by the local biomedical research ethics committee H-D-2009-019 and the Danish Data Protection Agency 2009-41-3172.

Statistics

SPSS software (version 20; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) and Mplus (Muthén and Muthén 2007) were used for data analysis. Data that do not follow a parametric distribution (self-measured variables, TTS, PPT, and VAS at supraPPT) are characterized by median and interquartile range (IQR). The Mann–Whitney U test was used to analyze for differences between groups at the seven test sites in the TTS test. Given that it was a non-parametric analysis, multiplicity was not taken into account; however, the results were assessed in that light. Simple difference between test sites (P1, P2, P3) in Test 2 and Test 3 were determined by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Factor analysis is a statistical method that confirms if a number of observed variables mainly reflect fewer unobserved general latent variables, known as factors. The information gained about the inter-dependencies between observed variables can be used later to reduce the set of variables for the main analysis and to confirm hypothesis about the mutual relations between the observed variables. Let PPT<sub>P1</sub>, PPT<sub>P2</sub>, and PPT<sub>P3</sub> be the three measures of Test 2 and let supraPPT<sub>P1</sub>, supraPPT<sub>P2</sub>, and supraPPT<sub>P3</sub> be the measures of Test 3. During the statistical analysis, we regarded the two sets of variables as indicators of unobserved general levels of PPT and supraPPT, respectively. We therefore focused on the association with the general PPT and general supraPPT level and the TTS on the one hand and the explanatory variables on the other. To support this point of view, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis by structural equation models (Bollen, 1989 and Muthén and Muthén, 2007), where PPT and supraPPT were regarded as unobserved general latent variables and where PPT<sub>P1</sub>, PPT<sub>P2</sub>, and PPT<sub>P3</sub> were assumed to load on the general PPT level, while supraPPT<sub>P1</sub>, supraPPT<sub>P2</sub>, and supraPPT<sub>P3</sub> were assumed to load on the general supraPPT level of pain. Finally, the structural equation model included the TTS, assuming that TTS depended on the latent PPT and supraPPT variables but not on the manifest PPT<sub>P1</sub>, PPT<sub>P2</sub>, PPT<sub>P3</sub>, and supraPPT<sub>P1</sub>, supraPPT<sub>P2</sub>, and supraPPT<sub>P3</sub> variables.

The confirmatory factor analysis accepted Muthén and Muthén’s model (2007) 

\[
\text{fit } = 7.9, \quad \text{df} = 12; \quad P = 0.79
\]

\[
\chi^2 = 7.9, \quad \text{df} = 12; \quad P = 0.79
\]

Figure 1 Diagram of the confirmatory factor analysis.

**Notes:** Mutual relations between the three tests (TTS, PPT and supraPPT) and the three test sites (finger, m. temporalis and m. trapezius) in the individual child. In the individual child the mean of the PPT measurements at the three sites (T-PPT) and the mean of the VAS measurements at the three sites (T-supraPPT) were calculated and used as measures of the general levels of PPT and supraPPT.

**Abbreviations:** PPT, pressure pain threshold; P<sub>1</sub>, second finger; P<sub>2</sub>, m. temporalis; P<sub>3</sub>, m. trapezius; TTS, total tenderness score; supraPPT, visual analog scale at suprapressure pain threshold; VAS, visual analog scale.
(T-supraPPT) were calculated and used as measures of the general latent levels of PPT and supraPPT. Table 1 shows the estimates of the factor loading (the effects of the underlying latent variables on the manifest indicators).

According to the results of the factor analysis, the effect of group (FETTH/CTTH/control), sex, and age on TTS, T-PPT, and T-supraPPT were analyzed separately by general linear models (GLM) taking frequency, intensity, headache years, and interactions into account. As the assumption of normal distribution was not fulfilled, dependent variables were transformed with the square root (TTS) and the logarithmic function (T-PPT). T-supraPPT remained untransformed in the analysis. A P-value less than 5% was considered statistically significant.

Results

Descriptive data

Patients

Around 400 children with either primary or secondary headache disorders attended the clinic in the study period. The pediatrician screened all patients for the inclusion and exclusion criteria during their first visit. Sixty-four children were confirmed eligible and present on days when the research team was also present and could provide oral information in person. Five children declined to participate, but 59 agreed to participate and performed the tests. No records of the five children who declined were registered. We included 23 children with FETTH, mean age 10.5 (standard deviation [SD] 2.5), 13 females/10 males and 36 children with CTTH, mean age 12.6 (SD 2.2) and 28 females/8 males.

Controls

Twenty-eight classes with around 20 pupils (aged 7–15 years) each were told about the study in person in the classroom by a pediatrician. Sixty healthy pupils were included. Fifty-seven children performed the tests. Three children were absent on the day of examination. The control group had a mean age of 10.7 (SD 2.3) and 36 were females, 21 males.

Missing values

(1) one child suffering from FETTH only completed the TTS test; (2) the PPT test was stopped in all three sites for fear of tissue contusion in one healthy control; (3) the calculated supraPPT in the finger was not applied since there was the risk of tissue contusion in one healthy control; (4) in one healthy control and in one FETTH patient, a calculation error was performed, which resulted in the wrong supraPPT stimuli in the m. temporalis, the results of which were later erased from the database (Table 2).

Self-reported measurements

In the FETTH group, the median headache frequency was seven days per month (IQR 4.0–8.5), the headache intensity was 5.0 cm (IQR 4.0–5.5) on a VAS and the children had suffered from headache for a median duration of two years (IQR 1.0–5.0) prior to the examination. The CTTH group had a median headache frequency of 30 days per month (IQR 21.5–30.0), a VAS score of 5 cm (IQR 4.0–6.0) and had suffered from headache for a median duration of 2 years (IQR 1.0–3.8) prior to the examination. Twenty-six percent of the FETTH children and 86% of the CTTH children had headache at the time of examination.

Test measurements

Table 3 presents the median and IQR among patients and controls.

Differences between test sites

P1, P2, and P3

The PPT did not significantly differ between the three test sites in the individual child. However, in the supraPPT test, the children were significantly more sensitive to pressure

---

**Table 1** Estimates of loadings of PPT and supraPPT indicators on general levels of PPT and supraPPT, respectively

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Loading</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPT&lt;sub&gt;T&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT&lt;sub&gt;T2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT&lt;sub&gt;T3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.160</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supraPPT&lt;sub&gt;T&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supraPPT&lt;sub&gt;T2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supraPPT&lt;sub&gt;T3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SE, standard error; PPT, pressure pain threshold; supraPPT, visual analog scale at suprapressure pain threshold; P1, test site at the second finger; P2, test site at m. temporalis; P3, test site at m. trapezius.

---

**Table 2** Diagram of participating children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Frequently episodic tension-type headache</th>
<th>Chronic tension-type headache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 1: TTS</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2: PPT</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3: supraPPT</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: TTS, total tenderness score; PPT, pressure pain threshold; VAS, visual analog scale; supraPPT, VAS at suprapressure pain threshold.
Table 3 Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Median (IQR)</th>
<th>Frequently episodic tension-type headache</th>
<th>Chronic tension-type headache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total tenderness score</td>
<td>5 (3–10.5)</td>
<td>14 (10–18)</td>
<td>13 (9.25–19.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPTf1 (kPa)</td>
<td>97.7 (72.5–149.3)</td>
<td>103.3 (66.0–130.7)</td>
<td>85.5 (66.5–103.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPTf2 (kPa)</td>
<td>89.0 (73.0–126.0)</td>
<td>85.3 (63.7–106.7)</td>
<td>89.7 (65.5–109.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPTf3 (kPa)</td>
<td>94.5 (71.1–114.9)</td>
<td>107.2 (59.1–141.6)</td>
<td>91.0 (68.6–112.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-PPT (kPa)</td>
<td>93.9 (74.5–137.8)</td>
<td>94.3 (70.6–134.9)</td>
<td>86.9 (71.9–109.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supraPPTf1 (cm)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.0–4.0)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.3–4.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.5–4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supraPPTf2 (cm)</td>
<td>4.0 (1.4–6.2)</td>
<td>4.2 (2.4–5.3)</td>
<td>4.4 (1.9–6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supraPPTf3 (cm)</td>
<td>3.8 (1.6–5.3)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.6–5.4)</td>
<td>4.1 (2.6–6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-supraPPT (cm)</td>
<td>3.43 (1.75–4.98)</td>
<td>3.53 (2.32–4.27)</td>
<td>3.88 (2.38–5.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *T-PPT = (PPTf1 + PPTf2 + PPTf3)/3 in each participant; *T-supraPPT = (supraPPTf1 + supraPPTf2 + supraPPTf3)/3 in each participant; mean of three trials with 2-minute intervals in between each participant. Abbreviations: PPT, pressure pain threshold; IQR, interquartile range; P1, test site at the second finger; P2, test site at m. temporalis; P3, test site at m. trapezius; supraPPT, visual analog scale at supraperiodic pain threshold.

in the m. temporalis (P < 0.001) and in the m. trapezius (P < 0.001) compared to the finger.

Associations between outcome variables and explanatory variables

TTS

Both the FETTH group (P < 0.001) and the CTTH group (P < 0.001) had a significantly higher TTS than the control group (Table 3). The median TTS was almost equal between the two headache groups (P = 0.914). Sex, age, headache frequency, intensity, and headache years were all insignificant and had no association with TTS.

The tenderness was almost uniformly raised in all of the seven examination sites bilaterally indicating general increased pericranial tenderness in muscles and tendons in those children suffering from both FETTH and CTTH (Figure 2). The most tender tissues were m. trapezius and the neck muscle insertions in all three groups.

PPT and supraPPT

No differences in T-PPT and T-supraPPT were detected in the FETTH and the CTTH groups compared with healthy controls. Sex, age, headache frequency, intensity, and headache years did not influence T-PPT or T-supraPPT.

Figure 2 Tenderness score (0–3) of pericranial muscles and tendons – (A) right side; (B) left side.

Notes: Tenderness was determined in seven different myofascial structures bilaterally in each participant and given a score of 0–3: 0 = no visible reaction and denial of tenderness; 1 = no visible reaction but verbal report of discomfort or mild pain; 2 = verbal report of painful tenderness, facial expression of discomfort or no reaction; and 3 = marked grimacing or withdrawal, verbal report of marked painful tenderness and pain. **P < 0.05 compared to reference group (controls).

Abbreviation: TTH, tension-type headache; CTTH, chronic tension-type headache; FETTH, frequent episodic tension-type headache.
Sensitivity and tenderness in children with tension-type headache

Factor analysis

Factor analysis confirmed that PPT measurements in the finger, m. temporalis, and m. trapezius depended on one general latent level of pain threshold in the individual child. Likewise, VAS measurements in the finger, m. temporalis, and m. trapezius depended on one general latent level of experienced pain adjusted for the pain thresholds in the individual child.

When we tested our hypothesis of mutual relations between the three tests (TTS, PPT, and supraPPT), factor analysis confirmed the following, which are also illustrated in Figure 1: the estimate of the correlation between the general latent PPT and the general latent supraPPT was, according to the structural equation model, \( r = 0.095 \) (standard error [SE] = 0.110). This corresponds to the correlation between the measured T-PPT and T-supraPPT, which was equal to 0.091. Since the general PPT level and the general supraPPT level did not correlate, we must conclude that the two measurements of pain were independent and measured two different aspects of pain sensitivity in the individual child.

Furthermore, according to the structural equation model, the dependence of TTS on the general latent PPT level and the general latent supraPPT level can be described by a linear regression model with the two latent variables as independent variables (TTS = \( \alpha + \beta_1 \text{PPT} + \beta_2 \text{SupraPPT} + \epsilon \)). The estimates of the effects of PPT and VAS at SupraPPT were both significantly different from zero (\( \beta_1 = 1.464 \), SE = 0.390) and (\( \beta_2 = -0.046 \), SE = 0.012) in the confirmatory factor analysis. This confirmed that TTS depended on both the general latent level of PPT and the general latent level of supraPPT (Figure 1). In other words, the individual child’s tenderness in the pericranial area was associated to the child’s general level of pain processing, which in part can be measured by the PPT test and in part by the supraPPT test.

Discussion

TTS, PPT, and supraPPT

The present study has detected an almost equally increased and uniformly distributed tenderness of pericranial tissue in children with either FETTH or CTTH. However, headache days per month did not affect the tenderness. This could indicate that the increased tenderness is a key factor in TTH, but other processes must determine whether the pain is only frequent or chronic. Increased tenderness has been a consistent finding in studies of both adults\(^{19,30}\) and children with TTH\(^{29,30}\).

Our study did not detect any differences in PPT or supraPPT in either the FETTH group or the CTTH group. PPT studies in adults with CTTH have demonstrated a widespread and non-specific nature of decreased PPT\(^{8,11–15}\). Studies of PPT in patients with episodic TTH are contradictory.\(^8\) Furthermore, Bendtsen et al also demonstrated altered pain perception in adult CTTH sufferers when he conducted stimulus-response functions in a range of suprathermal stimuli.\(^8\) Only four studies of PPT have been conducted in children with TTH and they all examined children with FETTH. Fernandez-de-las-Peñas et al documented significantly decreased PPT in both the muscles and above nerves of children with FETTH (mean 12.7 and 14 days/month).\(^{30,31}\) Two other studies could not detect any difference in PPT between the children with FETTH and the healthy controls. However, in both studies, the headache frequency was very low (mean 3 days/month).\(^7,28\)

The present study could not detect any effect of sex on pain sensitivity. This finding is not consistent with previous studies of PPT in adults, which have shown a higher sensitivity in females compared with males.\(^{16,40,41}\) Previous studies of PPT in children, however, are contradictory. Buskila et al\(^42\) found that healthy females were more sensitive than males, but Hogeweg et al found no sex difference in healthy children.\(^43\) These differences may be attributed to thresholds being measured at different sites and with different algometers.

Measures of peripheral or central pain processing

It has been proposed that increased TTS in TTH patients reflects the peripheral sensitization of nociceptors and their neurons, whereas altered PPT primarily, or in part, reflects central sensitization at the level of second-order neurons in the spinal dorsal horn/trigeminal nucleus or supraspinal neurons.\(^8,19,39\) The factor analysis confirmed this hypothesis.

The PPT measurements and VAS measurements in the finger, m. temporalis, and m. trapezius were dependent on latent general variables and must consequently mainly measure central level of pain pathways. In other words, the same child might have different PPT and VAS measures in different sites, but latent general levels of these measures exist, which determines the individual’s “over-all” sensitivity level compared to others’ sensitivity levels. The differences in sensitivity between test sites might be explained by differences in peripheral nociception at various sites in the individual child. Given that PPT and supraPPT tests mainly reflect the central level of pain processing, we must conclude that we could not detect differences between groups indicating the presence of central sensitization in children with TTH. The present negative findings may be caused by
the high interindividual variability of these measurements in children (Table 3). A very large sample size is necessary to detect changes between groups.

In contrast, we found, in an earlier study by the present authors, indications of altered pain sensitivity and possible central sensitization in the same children when examined with stimulus-response functions. In our earlier study, pressures of five increasing intensities were applied to m. trapezius and m. temporalis with the algometer and VAS was rated at each pressure. Area under the curve was calculated and significantly increased in the children with CTTH, indicating altered pain sensitivity. The method and results will be published elsewhere. Measuring pain sensitivity by stimulus-response functions might amplify the differences between groups and compensate for the problem of high interindividual variability, because it is a sum measure in a broad range of stimuli intensities.

Another interesting finding was the results from the factor analysis that concerned the mutual relation between the three tests and the three test sites in the individual child. The analysis confirmed that we succeeded in producing an individual adjusted suprathreshold-stimuli test, which measured something different than the PPT test. Furthermore, we found that TTS was affected by both the general PPT level and the general suprathreshold level in the individual child.

Limitations

The nonblinding of the physiotherapist is the major limitation of the present study. Blinding would have been the optimal study design; however, it was not possible to get the healthy controls to participate at the headache clinic in a blinded setting. Bias would create differences between headache groups as our physiotherapist would expect the patients to be more sensitized. Furthermore, the patients were examined in unknown surroundings. Anxiety might induce increased sensitivity compared to the healthy controls. However, we did not detect any differences in the PPT or suprathreshold tests. Only the patients were accompanied by a parent at examination. If the healthy controls were more anxious due to participating alone, it could induce bias in terms of higher sensitivity in the control group, thus counteracting the real differences seen between patients and healthy controls. This bias could contribute to the negative findings in the PPT and suprathreshold tests. The lack of differences between patients and healthy controls might also be related to a small sample size.

Another limitation is the fact that we did not distinguish between children with or without headache on the day of examination in our study design. We did register it. One could argue that the actual headache status could interfere with pain sensitivity and tenderness. This was not the case in a study of PPT in adults. Pericranial tenderness assessed by TTS seems to be influenced by the actual headache status, although increased TTS is found in TTH both on days with and without headache. However GLM analysis using headache status on the day of examination as an additional factor did not change the results in our study. The factor was insignificant in all analyses. We did not examine for psychiatric comorbidity such as anxiety or depression in a structured way, but our impression was that none of the children suffered from serious comorbidities.

Our results add to the evidence of increased peripheral myofascial tenderness in both FETTH and CTTH, but contradict the previous findings of alterations in PPT in children and adults suffering from TTH. This leaves us with the following open questions yet to be answered: (1) Are the tests not sensitive enough to reveal differences in pain sensitivity between healthy controls and children with TTH? (2) Is this because of the high interindividual variability in children? (3) Are the mechanisms of TTH in children different from those in adults? Further research in pain sensitivity in children with TTH is urgently needed.

Conclusion

Children suffering from either episodic or chronic TTH have increased tenderness in myofascial tissues of the head and neck area compared with healthy controls. The tenderness is equally higher in both groups and universally distributed in the head and neck area. The increased tenderness is not associated with headache frequency, headache intensity, or years suffering from headache.

PPT measurements and pain sensitivity at individually PPT-adjusted stimuli are not changed in children suffering from FETTH or CTTH compared with healthy controls. The present negative findings may be caused by the high interindividual variability of these measurements in children and do not exclude the presence of hypersensitivity in children with TTH.

PPT measures and perceived pain at individually PPT-adjusted stimuli appear to measure central levels of pain processing. Further studies in the full spectrum of TTH are needed to confirm these findings.
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